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1. Introduction. A closed subset of an infinite-dimensional linear

topological space has topological infinite deficiency if there exists a

space homeomorphism taking it into a closed subspace with infinite

codimension. A closed subset is said to have (¡¡-deficiency if there exist

space homeomorphisms taking it into closed subspaces of every finite

codimension. For the class of locally convex Hausdorff spaces, the

former implies the latter.

Klee [5], [ó] has shown that compact sets in infinite-dimensional

Banach spaces have co-deficiency (in separable infinite-dimensional

Hubert space, topological infinite deficiency). We generalize this as

follows: in normed spaces which have the property that no barrel is

totally bounded, closed sets which are countable unions of totally

bounded sets have w-deficiency. A principal application of the defi-

ciency conditions is to the problem of extending homeomorphisms.

Using the natural imbedding of the Fréchet space s (the countable

infinite product of lines) in the Hubert cube, Anderson [l], [2] char-

acterizes topological infinite deficiency in separable infinite-dimen-

sional Fréchet spaces as Property Z, a global and local homotopy

condition on the complement of the set. Here, an alternative formu-

lation of Property Z (homotopy deficiency) is given, and it is shown

that w-deficiency always implies homotopy deficiency. In the opposite

direction, one may ask for conditions under which Property Z implies

w-deficiency, and w-deficiency implies topological infinite deficiency.

At present, Anderson's theorem is apparently the strongest statement

available.

The work presented here forms a part of the author's dissertation,

written under the direction of Professor D. E. Sanderson at Iowa

State University.

2. Preliminary lemmas. For proofs or methods of proof of the

following, refer to Kelley and Namioka [4].

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a finite-dimensional subspace of a locally convex

Hausdorff linear space, and let P be a closed subspace with MC\P=d.

Then M has a closed complement N with TV DP.

Lemma 2.2. Let X = M@N be a decomposition of a linear topological
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space, with M finite-dimensional and N closed. Then the projections

onto M and N are continuous.

Lemma 2.3. Every totally bounded subset of an infinite-dimensional

Hausdorff linear space is nowhere dense.

Lemma 2.4. The closed convex circled extension of a totally bounded

subset of a locally convex linear space is totally bounded.

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that in infinite-dimensional locally

convex Hausdorff spaces, subsets with topological infinite deficiency

have w-deficiency. It is also true that such spaces contain closed

infinite-dimensional subspaces with infinite codimension. The given

conditions guarantee the existence of biorthogonal sequences {*<./<}

of points and continuous linear functionals [7]. For any such se-

quence, the closed span of {x\, x%, • • • } is a subspace of the desired

type.

3. co-deficiency. A barrel is a closed convex circled set which is

radial at 9. A locally convex space with the property that each barrel

is a neighborhood of 9 is said to be barrelled. Every space of the second

category, hence every Fréchet space, is barrelled.

Lemma 3.1. For a locally convex linear metric space X, the following

are equivalent:

(1) No barrel is totally bounded.

(2) No set radial at 6 is totally bounded.

(3) X is not the countable union of totally bounded sets.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, (1) implies (2). Suppose X<=*\JBi is the

countable union of totally bounded sets; we may assume each B{ is

circled. With N{r) = {x: d{x, 6)<r], let 5=U(5,nAr(l/t')). Then B

is a totally bounded set radial at 6 and (2) implies (3). Obviously (3)

implies (1).

A locally convex linear metric space satisfying the above conditions

will be called a Q-space. Clearly, a Q-space must have uncountable

linear-dimension. By Lemma 2.3, every infinite-dimensional barrelled

linear metric space is a Q-space. Let XEl2 be the linear subspace

spanned by {(yk): yu-iy2i = 0, y2i-i+y2i= 1/t, t' = l, 2, • • • }.ThenZ

is an uncountable-linear-dimensional inner-product space which is

not a Q-space. However, we do have the following

Theorem 3.2. Every nonseparable normed linear space is a Q-space.

Proof. Let X be a nonseparable normed linear space, and let M

be a subset of the unit sphere, maximal with respect to the condition
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that H*—y||^J for x, yEM, xj¿y. By Riesz's Lemma, M must be

uncountable. Let R be any set radial at 6. Then for some a>0, there

is an infinite subset Tl7a of M such that aTlfaCT?. Obviously aT17a,

and therefore R, cannot be totally bounded.

By a cr-totally bounded set we mean a countable union of totally

bounded sets. The proof of the following fundamental lemma is essen-

tially due to Klee [5].

Lemma 3.3. Let A be a a-totally bounded subset of a Q-space X. Then

there is a line L in X, no translate of which intersects the convex extension

(A ) more than once.

Proof. We may suppose A=\JAi, AiCAi+i, each Af totally

bounded. By Lemma 2.4 each (Ai) is totally bounded. Since (A)

= (J(Ai), (A) — (A) is cr-totally bounded. For some uEX\6, the line

L= {tu: — ao <t< °o} intersects (A) —(A) only at 6. Otherwise,

(A ) — (A ) is radial at 0, and X is cr-totally bounded. Thus no translate

of L intersects (A) more than once.

Theorem 3.4. Let A be a closed totally bounded (resp. cr-totally

bounded) subset of a Q-space (resp. normed Q-space) X. Then A has

03-deficiency in X.

Proof. Let L={tu: — a> <¿< 00 } be the line of Lemma 3.3, and

let 77 be a closed complementary hyperplane. Let t:X—>H be the

(continuous) projection onto 77. Then t|(^4) is 1-1. If A is totally

bounded, t\A is a homeomorphism onto t(A), which is closed. The

homeomorphism (t|.4)-í defines a map »¡^:r(i4)->(- 00, 00) which

can be extended to a map m on 77. Then h+tu-^h + (t — m(h))u de-

fines a homeomorphism of X, extending t\A. Since r(A) is totally

bounded, a simple inductive argument shows that A has w-deficiency.

Suppose X is normed; assume ||m|| = 1. For each A£77\0, consider

the semicircle 5*:

Sh= {t\\h\\u + rh: t1 + r2 = l,r|0).

Each point of X\L lies on exactly one semicircle. Assuming 6EA, we

have AC(X\L)KJd, and no semicircle intersects A more than once

(otherwise t| (A) is not 1-1). Let S[A ] denote the subfamily of semi-

circles that intersect A. Define a bijection G a: US[A ]\Jd—>l)S[A ]\J9

as follows: G¿(0)=0, and for SnE-St^L Ga\Si, is fixed on the end-

points (in L), takes Snr\A onto h = Snr\H, and is extended piecewise

linearly (with respect to the ¿-coordinate) on 5*.

We show that G^|^4 is a homeomorphism and Ga(A) is closed.

Obviously Ga\ A is continuous. Suppose GJ1\Ga(A) is not continuous.
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Then there exists a sequence GA{an)—>GA{a), a», aEA, such that no

subsequence of an converges to a. With a71 = /„||/în||M+?'B/iB and a

=zt\\h\\u+rh, we have GA(an) =hn—>h = GA{a). Since there is some

subsequence a„< for which /„< and r„< converge, we have an>—>a'EA,

hence GA{a„-) —*GA{a'), G¿(a)=GA(a')i a=a', and ani—*a, contrary to

hypothesis.

To see that GA(A) is closed, let GA(a„)—*hEH. Then as before,

hn-^h, there is some subsequence a„> such that tn> and r„< converge,

thus a„.—>a'£.4, G^(a„<)-^G,i(a') = A£G¿04), and GA{A) is closed.

The homeomorphism Gl^G^C^) defines a map mA:GA{A)\B

->(—1, 1), with «ii(GA(/||A||M+rA))=i. Since ^4 and G¿(.4) are

closed, and L\0 does not intersect A, mA can be extended to a map

m: H\0—»(— 1, 1) in such a way that, for every integer N, m maps

{h: i/N<\\h\\ <N} into a closed subinterval of (-1, 1). This exten-

sion may be used in the obvious manner to define a homeomorphism

G: X-+X, extending GA. Again an inductive argument completes the

proof, provided GA{A) is cr-totally bounded. For this purpose we

require the following lemma. The canonical notation is used: y

= t\\h\\u+rh, y' = t'\\h'\\u+r'h'.

Lemma 3.5. For every e>0, Ar>0 there exists 5>0 such that if

\\y-y'\\ <8, r>i/N, and \\h'\\ <N, then \\h-h'\\ <t.

Proof. We have

||ä-A'|| =(l/r)||(rA-/Â') + (y-r)A'||

á (l/r)d|r* - ^'11 + |r'-r|||Ä'||).

Since |/||â||-/'||â'|||->0 and ||rA-r'A'||-+0 as ||y—y'j|—>0, and since

]-r'||A'||| ^||rA-r'A'||, it follows that ¿||a||-^'||A'|| and r||A||

A'||.   Then   r2+t2={r')2+{t')2 = l   implies   that   r'-*r.   Thus

¡IA — A'||—»0 as ||y— y'\\—»0, subject to the given restrictions.

Clearly, Lemma 3.5 shows that the "projection" of X\L onto Ü

along semicircles takes totally bounded sets onto tr-totally bounded

sets, and it follows that GA{A) is cr-totally bounded.

4. Homogeneity. Klee [ó] has given a method for the extension,

in certain situations, of homeomorphisms between deficient subsets

of a normed space. The key lemma (which we state here (Lemma 4.1)

in the form applicable to co-deficiency) is based on Dugundji's theo-

rem that locally convex Hausdorff spaces are absolute extensors for

the class of metrizable spaces.

Lemma 4.1. Let X = M@N be a decomposition of a locally convex

linear metric space, with  M finite-dimensional and N closed. Let

Ml*
-*r
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h: A-+B be a homeomorphism of a closed subset of M onto a closed subset

of TV. Then there is an isotopy {At: tEl} of X onto itself, such that

{A,-1: tEl} is also an isotopy, withAi = id and A0| A =ft.

For the application of Klee's method to locally compact subsets,

the following lemma (proof suggested by D. E. Sanderson) is re-

quired :

Lemma 4.2. Every finite-dimensional locally compact separable metric

space A can be imbedded as a closed subset of a Euclidean space.

Proof. The one-point compactification A* is finite-dimensional

metrizable, and can be imbedded as a (closed) subset of Sn for some

n. Deleting the compactifying point w, we have A =.4*\w imbedded

as a closed subset of 5n\w~T?n.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a normed Q-space and let h be a homeomor-

phism between closed finite-dimensional locally compact separable sub-

sets of X. Then h can be extended to a stable homeomorphism H of X.

Proof. Let h: A—>B. By Theorem 3.4, A\JB has w-deficiency in

X. Thus there exist a decomposition X = T®R(&N, where dim 7"=1,

R is a finite-dimensional subspace containing a closed copy A' oí A,

and TV is closed; and a homeomorphism F oí X such that F(AVJB)

CTV. Applying Lemma 4.1 twice on R®N (first extending any home-

omorphism of F (A) onto A', then extending the appropriate homeo-

morphism of A' onto F(B)), we obtain an isotopy {A<} of R®N, such

that {A/"1} is also an isotopy, with A¡ = id and F~1A0F\A =h. Define

a homeomorphism G: X—*X as follows:

G(t + r + «) = / + Ai(r + »),        O^íál

= i + A0(r + n),       i<0

= t + r + n, ffcl.

Then H=F~1GF is a stable extension of h. (Note that for compact

sets, the norm requirement on X is unnecessary.)

5. Homotopy deficiency. £n+1 will denote a closed (»+l)-cell, with

Bd (£•+») =5».
Definition. A closed nowhere dense subset A oí a topological

space X has homotopy deficiency in X if, for every map /: £"+1—*X

with f(Sn)C\A = 0, and every open cover a oí X, there exists a map

g: En+1-*X such that/| Sn=g\ Sn, f and g are a-near, and g(En+1)C\A

= 0.
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For linear topological spaces the a-near requirement of the above

definition assumes the natural form f{x)—g{x)EV for all x {V

an arbitrary neighborhood of 0). For metric spaces it becomes

d(f{x), g{x))<e for all x (arbitrary é>0). A standard argument in-

volving uniform convergence is available to show that, in complete

metric spaces, closed sets which are countable unions of homotopi-

cally deficient sets are homotopically deficient.

Theorem 5.1. Every u-deficient subset A of a linear topological space

X is homotopically deficient.

Proof. Obviously A is closed nowhere dense. Let /: En+1—*X with

f{Sn)C^A = 0, and let F be a neighborhood of 0. There exist a decom-

position X = Li@L2, with L\ closed and dim L2 = n-\-2, and a homeo-

morphism A of X with h{A) ELi. By compactness there exists a neigh-

borhood IF of 0 such that, ior g: En+1->X, {hf- hg){En+1)C W implies

(J—g){En+1)EV. Thus we may assume that AQLi. Let t< be the

projection onto Í,,- (continuous by Lemma 2.2), and consider /

= (fuh), where /¿=t,/. We construct g = {gi, gt) with fi = gu f2\ S"

= g2\ Sn. If L2 is non-Hausdorff, an indiscrete subspace can be factored

out, and g2 can then be constructed in a suitable manner. Otherwise,

let || || be a norm on L2 and let N{r)= \yEL2: ||y|| <r}. Choose «>0

such that N{t)QV. There exists 0<ô<e/2 such that Snr\f^{A)

r\fil{N{8)) = 0. With C=f^{A), consider the restriction f2\ C: C
—>L2. If 6(£f2{C), take g2—f2. Otherwise, since all values of/2| C are

unstable, 0 is unstable, and for the neighborhood N{8) there exists a

map gi: C^L'% satisfying g'*{x)=ft{x) if f2{x)EN{8), gi{x)EN{8) if
Mx)EN{8), and 0 Egt(C) [3, p. 79]. Extend ¿U/,|S» to g2: E-+1
—>L2 so that sup \\f2{x) — g2{x)\\ <e. Then g2 is the desired map.

Definition (Anderson [2]). A closed subset A of a topological

space X has Property Z if for each nonempty homotopically trivial

open set U in X, U\A is nonempty and homotopically trivial.

It is readily seen that if X is a space with the property that every

open set contains the closure of each of its compact subsets (in par-

ticular, if X is Hausdorff or regular), then every homotopically defi-

cient subset of X has Property Z.

Theorem 5.2. Let X be a locally convex linear space and let ACZX

have Property Z. Then A is homotopically deficient.

Proof. Since every convex subset of X is contractible, A must be

nowhere dense. Let /: En+1->X with f{Sn)(~\A =0, and let F be a

neighborhood of 0. Let IF be a circled convex open neighborhood of

flsuchthat W+WCV. With Wf = W+xt, let {lF,:t = l, • ■ • , r) be
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a finite cover of f(En+1). Choose a triangulation T of £n+1 that refines

f~1 j Wi}. On each vertex v of Tdefine g(v) =f(v) iif(v)f~}A = 0, other-

wise choose g(v)Eft { Wf:f(v)EWi}\A. Assume g has been defined

on the ¿-skeleton Tk of T, such that g\ Tk,=f\ T) if f(T))C\A=0,
g(Tk)CC\{Wi-.f(Tk)CWi}\A for each face T) of Tk. Extend g to

Tk+1 as follows: on each face Tt+\ let g\ T)+x =/| 7j+1 if/(7j+1)n,4

= 0, otherwise extend g|Bd(7J+1) to Fj+1 such that g(Tk+1)

Cil { Wi-.f(Tk+,)CWi}\A (here we use Property Z and the fact that

f^{Wi:f(Tj+1)CWi} is convex, hence homotopically trivial). By

induction we obtain a map g: En+1—>X such that f\S"=g\Sn,

(f-g)(E-+1)CV, and g(E-+1)i^A = 0.
Homotopy deficiency may be obtained directly for closed totally

bounded sets in a situation more general than that indicated by

Theorems 3.4 and 5.1:

Theorem 5.3. Every closed totally bounded subset A of an infinite-

dimensional Hausdorff linear space X is homotopically deficient.

Proof. By Lemma 2.3, A is nowhere dense. Let /: £n+1—>X with

f(Sn)C\A =0, and let F be a neighborhood of 6. By compactness

there exists a circled neighborhood W of 6 such that WC V and

(W+W+f(S"))C\A=0. Since B =f(En+1)i\(W+A) -A is totally
bounded, there exists pEW\B. Then f(E»+1)r\(A+p) = 0. Since

f-1(W+f(Sn))r\f-1(W+A)=0, there exists a map m:En+1-*[d: p]

CW with m(Sn)=6 and m(f~1(W+A)) —p. Then g—f—m satisfies

f\S" = g\S", (J-g)(E»+i)CV, and g(E»+>)r\A =0.
The infinite-dimensionality is obviously necessary; in fact, no

nonempty subset of a Euclidean space is homotopically deficient.
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